
Key Features Technical Data Related Products

The Dasa Wireless 1 is a wireless control system for advanced bucking. Hassle-free as in you will never have to 
worry about broken data cables again – which of course means increased uptime.    
 
Wireless communication. Branches and constant movements will not be a problem, since the wireless unit 
is mounted in the head. Replacing the cables with a high-speed, reliable connection means communication 
between the operator and the bucking unit isn’t sensitive to physical circumstances.    
 
Total freedom. This gives you total freedom to move the crane or boom and rotate the head without any risk 
of communication failure. The Dasa Wireless 1 is flexible – and designed to fit all types of carrier machines. 
Mounting and changing the harvester head is also quicker and more straightforward.    
 
The Dasa Wireless 1 is an innovation that will handle the challenges of modern forestry. It’s one of several 
products that can be used in a connected system to streamline and simplify work for people and companies 
in the forestry industry. The Dasa Wireless 1 is here to connect the forestry industry and provide more uptime, 
freedom and flexibility.

Increased uptime  
Fast and easy installation  
Quick to change harvester head  
Few parts in the system  
Fits all carrier machines  
No need to use expensive swivels for data 
communication  
No communication cable over the crane  
Fast response times  
Can be combined with several computer 
options

Units in the Dasa Wireless 1 system:  
dIX30RF Wireless communication unit (2 pcs) 
dIX30C Head control unit  
dRMA2 Antenna (8 pcs)  
dAX20 Cab interface unit (optional)   
 
Computer options:  
dOP50C  
dOP45C  
dOP20D    
 
Software options:  
Dasa H70  
Dasa H60  
Dasa H50
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At Dasa we aim to be a positive force in the 
change towards sustainability based on a 
more circular economy.

To be clear about this we defined a symbol 
to stand for Digitalization, Connectivity and 
Sustainability, Dasa DCS. We reserve this 
symbol for products that have taken a sig-
nificant step towards this mission thanks to 
these three entities in combination. When 
the DCS symbol appears on a product, it’s 
a statement saying that this is not just a 
product, it’s part of something bigger.


